The 266 nm photoelectron spectra of CN-, NCO-, and NCS-have been recorded with a pulsed time-of-flight photoelectron spectrometer. The photoelectron spectrum of CN-has also been recorded at 213 nm revealing transitions to the A 211 state as well as the ground X 'Zf state of the CN radical. The following adiabatic electron affinities (EAs) are determined: EA(CN) =3.862*0.004 eV, EA(NC0) =3.609*0.005 eV, and EA(NCS) =3.537 =tO.O05 eV. The adiabatic electron affinity of cyanide is in disagreement with the currently accepted literature value. Our measurement of the electron affinity of NCS confirms recent theoretical estimates that dispute the literature experimental value. By Franck-Condon analysis of the vibrational progressions observed in each spectrum, the change in bond lengths between anion and neutral are also determined. For NCO-,this yields R, (C-N) = 1.17 f 0.0 1 A and R,(C-0) = 1.26+0.01 A, and for CN-the equilibrium bond length is found to be R,(C-N) = 1.177*0.004 A. The gas phase fundamental for CN-is determined for the first time: ~=2035*40 cm-'.
I. INTRODUCTION
The CN-, NCO-, and NCS-anions are of considerable interest in both solution phase and gas phase chemistry. The three anions are "pseudohalides" in that they are closed shell species with relatively high electron binding energies. On the other hand, there are important chemical differences in comparison to the halide ions; in transition metal complexes, for example, the halide and cyanide anions are at opposite ends of the spectrochemical series. A number of experimental and theoretical studies of the spectroscopy and thermochemistry of these anions have been performed in recent years. However, several quantities, particularly the electron affinities of the NC0 and NCS radicals, are not well determined. In order to address this, we have measured the ultraviolet photoelectron spectra of the three anions. The spectra yield accurate values of the radical electron affinities, as well as some anion vibrational frequencies and bond lengths.
The spectroscopy of the CN radical has been thoroughly studied,' but, while CN-has been investigated in various condensed phase environments,2-5 CN-has not been fully characterized in the gas phase. Neither the bond length nor the vibrational frequency for gas phase CNhave been experimentally determined, although there has been very high quality ab initio theory performed to describe the ion.6p7 The CN electron affinity (EA) has been measured by Leone and co-workers,8 whose value of 3.821 *to.004 was in good agreement with the previous experimental measurement of Berkowitz (3.82*0.02 eV).9 CNhas a higher reported electron binding energy than any atomic or other diatomic species, and is therefore a desirable calibration standard for our photoelectron spectrometer. However, our photoelectron spectra show the CN electron affinity to be slightly but significantly higher than the currently accepted value of Leone. In addition, we ob-*. "NSF Predoctoral Fellow. b 
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serve a "hot band" from vibrationally excited CN-, yielding the gas phase vibrational frequency, and we obtain the CN-bond length from a Franck-Condon analysis.
Despite the well characterized spectroscopy of the radicals NC0 and NCS," the electron affinities for these species have not been accurately determined; currently the EA's listed in the compilation of Lias et aZ." are 3.59 =+=0.36 and 2.15 ho.02 eV for NC0 and NCS respectively. The value for the electron affinity of NCS, obtained from Page' s magnetron experiments,12 is particularly suspect. Not only does it seem inconsistent with the other CN containing molecules, it is also considerably lower than theoretical estimates of this quantity. 13 We note that Page's accompanying result for EA (CN ) , 2.80 eV, is similarly too 10w.l~ Dillard and Franklin derived EA(NCS) =3.51 eV from measured heats of formation of NCS and NCS-in ion molecule reactions;14 the most recent theoretical work supports this value with a calculated EA of 3.45 eV. 13 We show that the true electron affinity is close to that derived from the thermochemical cycle and the theoretical value, and that the previous "direct" measurement of the EA is in error.
The vibrational spectroscopy of the NCO-and NCSanions have been thoroughly investigated in various alkali halide matrices. 15-i8 In addition, high resolution infrared gas phase spectroscopy has been performed on both NCOand NCS-in Saykally's laboratory. '9,20 This work yielded the G3 fundamental frequency and the equilibrium rotational constant for each of these linear ions. However, as isotopically substituted spectra were not recorded, the rotational constant does not completely define the molecular structure, and therefore the two bond lengths remain unknown for each ion. In contrast, for the NC0 radical at least, 15N isotopic substitution in the optical spectra, along with microwave data for 14NC0, yields the individual neutral bond lengths, R, (C-N) and Ro(C-0).21 With this data for the neutral bond lengths, and a Franck-Condon analysis of the NCO-photoelectron spectrum, we determine the individual bond lengths for the NCO-anion.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The photoelectron spectra of NCO-, NCS-, and CNwere recorded on our fixed-frequency negative ion photoelectron spectrometer. This apparatus has been described in detail elsewhere.22 Briefly, the instrument is a dual timeof-flight photoelectron spectrometer. A gas mixture at a stagnation pressure of ca. 3 atm is expanded through a pulsed molecular beam valve. Just below the orifice of the pulsed valve, a continuous 1 keV electron beam intersects the gas beam at 90". Ions are made in the continuum flow region of the jet. Subsequent collisions in the expansion cool the internal degrees of freedom of the ions. Varying degrees of cooling of the vibrational modes can be achieved by changing the carrier gas.
In these experiments, to make CN-, a mixture of 3% HCN, 8% NF, seeded in N, is expanded through the pulsed valve. CN-is produced in the jet by the following reactions:
To produce NCO-and NCSS, a few drops of benzyl isocyanate or benzyl thioisocyanate, respectively, are dropped into the valve, and 3 atm of He or a 40% CF4/He mix, is expanded through the "wet" valve. NCO-and NCS-are produced by dissociative attachment of an electron to PhCH2NC0 or PhCH2NCS. The CF4/He mix is found to give far superior cooling for vibrational modes of the NCS-ion.
The ions are perpendicularly extracted into a time-offlight mass spectrometer of Wiley-McLaren design.23 The mass-selected ion of interest is photodetached using a pulsed Nd:YAG laser that propagates perpendicular to the ion beam. In these experiments, the fourth (266 nm, 4.657 eV) or fifth (213 nm, 5.822 eV) harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser is used. Photoelectrons ejected from the mass selected ion are detected at the end of a 1 m field-free flight tube which is orthogonal to the laser and ion beams. The energy of the detached electrons is determined by time of flight. The energy resolution is 8 meV for electrons with 0.65 eV of kinetic energy and degrades as E312 for higher kinetic energies. The polarization of the laser can be adjusted by means of a half-wave plate such that the angle 8 between the electric vector of the laser radiation and the direction of electron detection may be sampled. Adjustment of the laser polarization to the magic angle (6J=550) can be used to eliminate the photoelectron angular anisotropy term.24
Due to the high photon energy employed, any scattered light will release electrons from metal surfaces inside the chamber. This effect is minimized by electron and laser baffles but, even so, at 213 nm the background level is sufficiently high that the background signal must be subtracted from the data. As the kinetic energy distribution of the background photoelectrons is smooth and does not change from day to day, a smooth function is fitted to the background, scaled and subtracted from the experimental spectrum. This subtraction procedure has been followed for the 213 nm photoelectron spectrum of CN-here, The calibration procedure used in these spectra is worthy of-some discussion. In the photoelectron spectrum of A-at photon energy hv, the electron kinetic energy of each peak is determined by
where EA (A) is the electron affinity of A (or, equivalently, the electron binding energy of A-), and Ei( A) and Ei( A-) are the internal energies of A and A-for that transition. Ideally, for calibration purposes, the electron affinity and the internal energies of the calibrant species should be extremely well known. At 266 nm the electron kinetic energy scale is calibrated using photoelectron spectra of the atomic ions F-, Cl-, Br-, and I-, for which the corresponding neutral electron affinities (3.401 190, 3.612 69, 3.363 590, and 3 .059 1 eV, respectively25) and neutral atom spin-orbit splittings (0.050 1O,26 0.109 40,27 0.456 9 26 and 0.942 68 eV 26 respectively) are known to good piecision. Each calibrant ion gives two narrow peaks in the photoelectron spectrum,28 and these atomic lines cover the range of electron kinetic energies (0.65-1.60 eV> appropriate for photodetachment at 266 nm. At this wavelength, we can access the ground electronic states of CN, NCO, and NCS, and can therefore accurately determine their electron affinities.
The calibration proceeds as follows: the recorded flight times, t, for each calibrant line are fitted to the following form:
where m, is the electronic mass and Elab is the expected electron kinetic energy in the laboratory frame of reference. Using the eight or more calibrant lines, the offset to, the effective flight length 1, and the quadratic correction factor y are determined by least squares. For 266 nm, a linear calibration of the energy scale (y=O) is generally sufficient. Using these constants that define the electron energy scale, the flight times for the spectrum of interest are converted to electron kinetic energies; this conversion procedure includes a small center-of-mass correction to the energy.22
The situation at 213 nm is less auspicious. For this photon energy the halide lines are clustered near electron kinetic energies of 2 eV or above. There are no other atomic negative ions with higher electron binding energies so it is necessary to go to a molecular calibrant ion. One of our motivations for studying CN-was to obtain calibration points for 213 nm at lower electron kinetic energies. This can be done using the transitions from CN-to the first excited electronic state of CN, the A 2H state, which lies 0.83 eV above the X 2ZZ' ground state. This, of course, requires the accurate value for EA (CN) determined at 266 nm. Thus the results presented in the next section will allow us to better calibrate future spectra at 213 nm. We note here that to fit the electron kinetic energy scale at 213 nm over the entire range covered by the halide and cyanide transitions, the quadratic scale compression factor, 3/, must be included. This calibration fit then reproduces all lines to within the measured time-of-flight uncertainties for all points. 29 The inclusion of a quadratic term in the calibration is similar to that employed on negative ion photoelectron instruments in the Lineberger3' and Ellison31 groups. Our conversion scheme from time of flight to electron kinetic energy is analogous to that used on the multiphoton ionization photoelectron spectrometer described by Anderson et a1.32
III. RESULTS
The 266 nm photoelectron spectra of the three molecular ions are shown in Fig. 1 . The NCO-spectrum was recorded using the laser polarized at the magic angle (8 =55") because a change in relative intensities across the band was noticed as a function of laser polarization. For NCS-and CN-, although there is sizeable change in absolute counts recorded with the two extreme laser polarizations, the band profile did not change, so spectra were recorded with polarization chosen to maximize signal/ noise. This was with 8=0" for CN-and 0= 90" for NCS-. Figure 2 shows the 213 nm photoelectron spectrum of CN-with the polarization of the laser perpendicular (0 =90") to the electron collection direction.
The spectra in Fig. 1 are all relatively simple. Photo-
iidA. can be used in addition to A0 to calibrate the electron energy scale at 2 13 nm. The only new spectroscopic feature in Fig. 2 is peak a0. This is a hot band originating from the v= 1 level of the anion. This spectrum was recorded under source conditions which increased the vibrational temperature of the anions; in other spectra (not shown), this feature can be eliminated. Observation of the hot band is desirable since it represents the first gas phase measurement of the CN-vibrational fundamental frequency, 2035 *40 cm-'.
The NCO-photoelectron spectrum shows a short progression in the y3 "antisymmetric stretch" mode of the NC0 X 211 state (Fig. 1) . Each peak consists of overlapping transitions to the two spin-orbit components of NC0 (Am= -95.6 cm-').33 For the NCS X 211 state, the spinorbit splitting is much larger (A,= -323.4 cm-'),34 and transitions to the individual fine structure components are resolved. The spacing between the doublets is close to the v3 (C-S stretch) fundamental in NCS. However, a more detailed comparison of the observed peak positions and the term values derived from extensive optical measurements33 reveals some discrepancies. This is discussed in more detail when we attempt to simulate the NCS-photoelectron spectrum.
The widths of the observed peaks (-28 meV for NCO-, -21 meV for NCS-, and -16 meV for CN-, 266 nm) are larger than that due the instrumental resolution alone. In the case of NCO, the extra width is due to the unresolved spin-orbit splitting. For the remainder, the peak width is due to sequence bands and the underlying rotational contour for the transition. ' All energies in eV. bFrom the maximum in O-O peak, includes uncertainty in calibration. 'Difference between weighted peak center and highest point. dFrom Franck-Condon simulation. 'Estimated from halide ion corrections. 'Unresolved spin-orbit separation, if applicable. Qstimated from rotational contour simulation (see the text). hCorrected adiabatic electron affinity.
IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. Electron affinities
The electron affinities for the three radicals can be determined from the 266 nm spectra shown in Fig. 1 . The adiabatic electron affinity is estimated as follows. The electron kinetic energy at the peak center of the assigned origin
where hv is 4.657 eV for 266 nm. Corrections are made for the spin-orbit splitting (if appropriate), sequence bands, and any shift between the center of the rotational contour and the rotationless origin. Another factor to be considered in deriving accurate electron affinities is the effect of Coulomb repulsion of the remaining ion charge cloud on the ejected electrons. The interaction of the undetached ion packet with the electron causes the kinetic energy of the departing electron to be increased slightly. We correct for this effect by determining the magnitude of this shift for an atomic ion of similar mass, for the same ion density. Values for all of these corrections are listed in Table I . As can be seen, the magnitude of this latter "space charge" effect is fairly small. The rotational correction is calculated by simulating the expected rotational contour35'36 using the known rotational constants for each molecule and assuming a simple s-wave detachment model developed by Fano37 and Walker.38 This is an approximation; an s-wave model is not strictly appropriate here, since the electron kinetic energies are on the order of 1 eV. Using an anion rotational temperature of 200 f 50 K, the rotational contour, when convoluted with the instrumental resolution function, matches the experimental line shape, and the (small) correction between peak maximum and rotationless origin for the transition may be estimated. It turns out for all these systems that the correction is smaller than the error bars for the correction process, which nevertheless are propagated into the final uncertainty in the electron affinity. The rotational contour simulation for the photoelectron band to the CN ground state is shown in the inset of Fig. 1 . The possibility of broadening of the origin peak in the CN-266 nm photoelectron spectrum due to the 1 t 1 sequence band has been checked for; the simulated profile does not change even for vibrational temperatures as large as 1400 K. The final electron affinities derived from this work appear in the final column of Table I . Let us compare our electron affinity determinations with those currently in the literature. The reported CN electron affinity of Klein et'al.' obtained via laser optogalvanic spectroscopy is slightly lower than our measurement, and both measurements lie outside the range of their mutual error bars. Klein reports EA(CN) =3.821*0.004 eV,8 whereas we deduce EA( CN) = 3.862 f 0.004 eV from the 266 nm spectrum. We have repeated this measurement several times with independent calibrations, and are therefore confident in our value. To resolve the discrepancy between these two measurements we attempted to measure the total photodetachment cross section on a different apparatus,3g with a tunable dye laser. Such an experiment is much more akin to the optogalvanic experiment, and should provide an independent test. However, in contrast to Klein' s experiment, we mass select the CN-before irradiation. This experiment confirmed that the threshold for CN-photodetachment occurs to the blue of Klein's reported threshold; our total detachment cross section rises at 321.1 ho.3 nm (3.862 eV) compared to 324.4 nm (3.821 eV). One possible explanation of this discrepancy is that Klein et al., who only observed the 324.4 nm threshold when using BrCN as their source of ions, were actually observing the threshold for the channel Br( 2P1,2) +Br-, which occurs at 3.8205 eV.25126 Indeed the authors noted a strong slowly rising background due to the Br(2P3,2) +-Br-transition throughout the wavelength region they investigated.
Our reported values for the electron affinity of NC0 and NCS are in excellent agreement with some recent theoretical determinations, but in varying agreement with experimental estimates. For NCO, there have been numerous experimental determinations of the electron affinity. Brauman and co-workers4' observed that NC0 has a higher EA than fluorine [3.401 eV (Ref. 25) ]. Oster and Illenberger estimate EA( NCO) = 3.8 f 0.2 eV based their observed 0 eV appearance potential of NCO-and SF, from low energy electron attachment to SFsNC0,41 although this is only an upper limit if the appearance energies are less than 0 eV. Dillard and Franklin calculated EA( NCO) = 1.56 eV from the heats of formation of NC0 and NCO-'measured in their ion-molecule experiments,14 but the heats of formation found in this work appear to be inconsistent with currently accepted values. Wight and Beauchamp calculated a value of 3.62hO.2 eV from their measured NCO-proton affinity using literature heats of formation for AZ$( HNCO) and A$( NCO) .42 Our direct measurement of the adiabatic electron affinity is consistent with the measurements of both Brauman and Oster, and also with Wight and Beauchamp's derived value. As discussed in Sec. I, previous direct measurements of the NCS electron affinity, i2 in contrast, appear to be incorrect. Our value of 3.537*0.005 eV, however, is in agreement with Dillard's derived value of 3.51 eV.14
The theoretical values for the adiabatic electron affinities of Koch and Frenking, 3.71 eV for NC0 and 3.45 eV for NC&t3 are in good agreement (better than 0.1 eV) with our observed values. These calculated electron affinities are zero-point corrected MP2/6-3 1 + G* energy differences between the optimized ion and neutral structures. Baker et al. have presented an exhaustive comparison of ab initio estimates of electron affinities for several molecular systems including NCO. 43(a) An interesting conclusion of that study was that the use of a simple MP2/6-31 +G* scheme for calculating the energy difference between ion and neutral was among the most effective methods for estimating the adiabatic EA, with the caveat that spin contamination in the unrestricted (UHF) radical wave function should be small (as is the case for NCO). This explains the success of Koch's calculations, and we have ourselves found that a MP2/6-3 1 + + G** model reliably yields excellent EA's in our own calculations when we compare to other experimental measurements in our laboratory. This is certainly an encouraging result for ab initio theory which has traditionally viewed negative ions as one of the hardest classes of molecules to describe correctly.
It appears that all three ions studied here have very similar electron binding energies. This would lead one to suspect that the extra electron would be closely associated with the CN part of the molecule. The considerably larger electron affinities of NC0 and NCS relative to OH and SH (1.828, 2.314 eV, respectively25) seem to support this, since, in OH-and SH-, the electron is localized on the oxygen and sulfur atoms. However, the HOMO (of r symmetry) for NCO-has amplitude over all three atoms, not just the CN group, as is shown in Fig. 3 . This suggest that the extra electron is actually somewhat delocalized just as for NT [EA(N,)=2.68 eV (Ref. 39)]. The HOMO in NCS-is also shown in Fig. 3 . It appears more localized than the HOMO in NCO-, but actually has more amplitude on the sulfur end of the molecule than on the CN group. This is consistent with Ramsay's explanation for the large spin-orbit splitting in X 2H NCS radical (323 cm-') which he attributed to the valence structure that has the unpaired electron localized on the sulfur atom dominating the electronic description of this radical.44 The replacement of an oxygen atom by a sulfur atom usually raises the electron affinity of a molecule, but the observation that NC0 and NCS have similar electron affinities suggests this effect is approximately canceled by the more extensive electron delocalization in NCO-than in NCS-. Overall, the electron affinities appear to be determined by the interaction of electron delocalization and electronegativities of various chromophores in the molecule.
B. Derived thermochemical quantities
With a precise estimate of the NC0 and NCS electron affinities, we may critically review some related thermochemical quantities. Shobatake4' has recently reported the threshold for photodissociation of HNCO HNCO+hv+H+NCO(A22+) to be /2= 162 f-1 nm. This implies the bond dissociation energy to the A state of NCO, D4(H-NCO) =7.65 eV.45 As the T, for the A state is well known at 2.82 eV,34 these data together yield a bond dissociation energy, D,(H-NCO) < 111.4 f 1 kcal/mol. Using the ionization potential of hydrogen and our electron affinity for NCO, we calculate Da(H+-NCO-)<341.9* 1 kcal/mol, and a bond enthalpy DH,,, (H+-NCO-) = 343.2 f 1 kcal/mol. Wight and Beauchamp observed DH2,* ( Hf-NCO-) = 344.7 f 2 kcal/mol by the proton abstraction reaction of HCO, with HNCO in an ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) machine. Their heterolytic bond dissociation enthalpy is evaluated by comparison to that for formic acid, HC02H. The homolytic and heterolytic bond dissociation thermochemistry therefore appears to be consistent. A@(NCO-) may also be re-evaluated from the recent direct determination of the heat of formation of neutral NC0 in our laboratory,46 AHf(NCO, g, 0 K) = +30.4+ 1 kcal/mol, and the electron affinity reported here. Adopting the "ion convention" for ionic heats of formation," AHJNCO-, g, 0 K) = -52.8 f 1 kcal/mol. Using the frequencies in Table II , we estimate A@( NCO-) at 29 8 K to be unchanged at -52.8 kcal/mol. For the thermochemical cycles involving NCS-, the energy for the HNCS homolytic bond dissociation is less well defined than the heterolytic bond dissociation. We may thus use our electron affinity with the DH,,,(H+-NCS-) of Bierbaum et aZ.47 and the ionization potential of the H atom to deduce DH2g8(H-NCS) =96* 6 kcal/mol. The temperature dependence of the electron affinity and ionization potential have been ignored here. The homolytic bond dissociation energy calculated here is considerably lower than the 111 f 1 kcal/mol literature value listed in Lias." However, this value for DH298(H-NCS) was derived from Page's comparison of the "apparent" electron affinities of NCS measured with the magnetron technique using HNCS and (NCS)2 as precursors.'2 It is becoming fairly clear that this technique relies on rather too many other thermochemical assumptions to be trusted. Surprisingly, Lias' compilation 
A$(HNCS) = -I-30.6kO.5 kcal/mol," and A@,(H) = + 52.1 kcal/mol,4g DH298(H-NCS) =98.0* 1 kcal/mol is derived." Our unambiguous result for the electron affinity of NCS, coupled with Bierbaum's gas phase acidity for HNCS confirms this lower value for DH,,, (H-NCS).
C. Simulations
Our goal in this section is to use a simple FranckCondon model to simulate the photoelectron spectra, allowing us to derive some structural and vibrational parameters for the negative ions. The method employed for for a mode changes little between anion and neutral; this is known as the parallel mode approximation. Anion state populations are determined by Boltzmann factors characterized by one (or more) vibrational temperatures.
CN-
The 266 nm spectrum (Fig. 1) consists of a single peak:CN (X28+)(v'=O)+CN-(v"=O).Theabsenceof a (v'=l)-(v" =O) peak indicates that CN-has a bond length similar to ground state of CN: 1.17 18 A. ' The 2 13 nm spectrum (Fig. 2) shows a single peak due to a transition to the X state, as well as a progression due to transitions to the A state of CN. The A state bond length is 1.2223 A.' By simulating the Franck-Condon Factors for transitions to the two states we may bracket the value of R, in CN-.
In the simulations we use the known equilibrium bond lengths, harmonic frequencies and anharmonicities for the X and A states of CN, as well as the spin-orbit coupling parameter of -52.6 cm-' for CN A(211).' There is no spin-orbit splitting in the CN ground X(2Zc+> state. The anion vibration is also treated as a Morse oscillator; the anharmonicity used is that calculated for CN-by Peterson and Woods,6 and the harmonic frequency is derived from this anharmonicity and the value of the fundamental observed in our spectrum. We vary only the anion equilibrium bond length and the vibrational temperature until a satisfactory fit to the experimental spectrum is obtained. Franck-Condon factors for transitions to the two electronic states of the neutral are calculated separately. For transitions to the X(22+) state, values of Rrion in the range 1.162 A < Ryion < 1.182 A were acceptable in predicting intensity < 2% in the v= 1~0 transition, in accord with the absence of this feature in the experimental spectrum; this range is centered on the value of R, in the ground state of the neutral ( 1.1718 A). This result also confirms that the anion bond length is shorter than that in the CN A(211) state (1.2333 A). Figure 4 shows our best fit to the photoelectron band due to transitions to the A state, with Ry (C-N) = -1.1765 A. Values of R, ranging from 1.173 to 1.182 A gave acceptable fits to the observed intensity distribution, allowing for the uncertainties in experimental peak heights determined from Poisson counting statistics. The experimental observation of two photoelectron bands allows independent determinations of R yion( C-N). The results are completely consistent; our final estimate of the anion equilibrium bond length is R, = 1.177*0. cm-' (and wpe=13.58 cm -' which we have used in our fit), giving a fundamental of 2055k6 cm-';6 Botschwina similarly computed 2052 f 6 cm-' for the anion fundamental.' It appears that the observed value is in reasonable accord with the ab initio work, and is, as expected, lower than the reported frequencies in condensed media. This trend is also reported for the C-N stretching frequency in NCO-and NCS-.4,52 For comparison, the vibrational fundamentals for CN radical in the X(28+) and A(211) states are 2042.4 and 1787.3 cm-', respectively. ' A simple molecular orbital picture of bonding in the CN species would suggest that the neutral has a bond order of 2.5, while the negative ion has a bond order of 3; we thus expect the bond length in the ion to be shorter than that of the radical ( 1.1718 A) and the harmonic frequency to be higher. The A state of CN also has a bond order of 2.5, but it has a longer bond length than the ground state (1.2333 A). In fact we find, in agreement with the ab initio calculations, that the negative ion has a slightly longer bond length than the ground state of the neutral and a similar or slightly smaller vibrational frequency. Thus in contradiction to the bond order arguments, the bond in CN-is the same strength or slightly weaker than that in CN radical. It appears that the (T electron removed from the negative ion is only very weakly bonding and has part lone pair character (see Fig. 3 ), whereas the Z-electron removed to form the A(2KI) state is strongly bonding. This result is consistent with the photoelectron spectra of N2,53 where ionization to N; X( "2: ) gives a very small lengthening of the N-N bond, and a photoelectron band dominated by the O-O transition, but ionization to N$ A(211,) gives a much larger bond length change and consequently a longer progression. One additional effect comes into play for negative ions: the extra charge on the negative ion weakens, in the --absence of any other effects, the bonding overall because all valence electrons are held less tightly by the nuclear charge relative to the corresponding neutral. These arguments go some way in explaining why CN-has a longer equilibrium bond length than CN, and the relative vibrational frequencies of the anion and radical X and A states.
2. NCOBoth NC0 and NCS are known to be linear in neutral and anion ground states. Therefore, photodetachment is expected to excite only the bond stretching normal modes. In fact, only the y3 mode is appreciably excited in the NCO-and NCS-photoelectron spectrum. The intensity distribution in the v3 progression allows us to evaluate the normal coordinate displacement between anion and neutral. From these displacements and the force constant matrix, the individual bond length changes between the neutral and anionic species can be determined. We will employ ab initio predictions to guide this process. The literature ab initio values have been supplemented by our own computations where'appropriate; we have used the GAUSSIAN go package for all our calculations.54 Because of the larger data set available for NCO, we will describe our simulation for the NCO-photoelectron spectrum in detail. For NCO, the individual neutral bond lengths have been experimentally determined by comparing the ground state rotational constant for 15NC0, observed in the spectroscopy of the 2 2Z +x 211 electronic band,21 and the rotational constant for 14NC0 determined (to higher precision) in the microwave spectrum. 55*56-This means that we can then use the bond length changes derived from our photoelectron data to extract the two anion bond lengths. These values are then checked for consistency with the anion rotational constant as evaluated by vibration-rotation spectroscopy.'g The ab initio data in Table 11113 ,43~57958 suggest that the difference in equilibrium structure between anion and neutral is that the C-N bond lengthens and the C-O bond contracts on removal of an electron. This is because the HOMO of the anion (from which the electron is detached to .form ground state NCO) is C-N bonding and C-O antibonding in character (Fig. 3) . Further, the ab initio data suggests that the change in equilibrium structure involves very little change in the overall end-to-end length [R,(N-O) ].
As the normal modes for this molecule are very close to the symmetric and antisymmetric stretches of CO,, these described geometry changes map almost exclusively onto a displacement along the "antisymmetric" normal coordinate, Q3, and little change along the "symmetric" stretch, Q,. This qualitative description is clearly in 
HF/6-3 1 G* good agreement with the progression seen in the vs mode in the experimental spectrum in Fig. 1 . Using the data for vibrations of anion and neutral in Table II , a FranckCondon simulation is performed to fit the observed photoelectron band. The data shown in the table comes entirely from experimental determinations for NC0 in the gas phase, 34*s9-61 and for NCO-mainly from extensive measurements of vibrational frequencies in several alkali halide matrices. 15-" All three vibrational modes are included in the simulation to model all sequence and hot bands arising from excited anion states. For both the anion and neutral, Morse potentials are used to describe the y1 and v3 modes and the bending mode is treated as a degenerate harmonic oscillator; the Renner-Teller effect in the neutral radical is neglected. This level of treatment for the bending mode should be sufficient to describe the peak broadening due to sequence bands. In our one-dimensional model there can be no provision for cross anharmonicity terms Xi~ Consequently, the harmonic frequencies, w[, quoted in Table II are effective values given the independent and diagonal treatment of anharmonicity. Thus 0; = ol + x13/2 + xl2 and w; = w3 + x13/2 + ~23.~~ The simulation yields a stick spectrum which is then convoluted with our instrumental resolution function,22 and with an 8 meV Gaussian to approximately include the rotational band contour for the transition.
In the fit, all vibrational parameters (anion and neutral) and the spin-orbit coupling constant are treated as fixed; transitions to each of the spin-orbit components of NC0 are weighted equally. The Q3 displacement is the most important variable parameter in the fit. The Q, displacement and the temperatures, T,, T2, and T3 describing the Boltzmann distribution of anion vibrational states, are also varied. Varying the temperatures will essentially fit the width and line shape of each peak. Finally, the electron kinetic energy for the progression origin is allowed to vary; this essentially allows improved estimation of the electron affinity and the effect of sequence bands. We use this to evaluate the sequence band correction to the electron affinity (see Table I ).
The overall best fit is shown in Fig. 5 . The variable parameters are determined as 1 AQ, 1 =O. 128 *0.008 amu1'2 A, T3= Tl =775 A 50 K, T2=6OO+-50 K. The change in the "symmetric" stretch coordinate is limited to be 1 AQ, 1~0.04 amu1'2 h;. The position of the 37 hot band at 1.32 eV is well fit by the y3 fundamental from the gas phase work of Saykally et al. l9 The intensity of this hot band determines the vibrational temperature, T,, describing this v3 anion mode; we obtain an improved fit by assuming a higher temperature for the stretching vibrational modes relative to the lower frequency v2 bend mode. This is presumably justifiable because the stretching modes are expected to be more strongly excited initially in the dissociative electron attachment reaction used to generate the NCO-ions. Moreover, the lower frequency bend mode should be cooled more effectively by collisions in the free jet expansion. Overall, the high vibrational temperatures NCO- Table IL Simulation has anion vibrational temperature set at T=775 K for the two stretching modes and T=60-0 K for the bend mode. Experimental data plotted in points.
needed in the fit show that vibrational cooling is fairly poor in the helium expansion. Jacox has constructed a force constant matrix from infrared observations of all vibrational frequencies of various isotopically substituted forms of NC0 in an argon matrix.62 From these force constants, we have calculated the bond stretching normal coordinates. When combined with the values of 1 A& 1 and / AQi 1 derived from the fit, we may calculate AR,, and ARoo from anion to neutral. 
components of the NCS 2 211 state. According to this assignment, the four peaks correspond to transitions to the 2~3,2(~0), 2n~,2(@30), 2H~,2(O01), and 2n~,2(o01) levels of the neutral. However, the spacing of the peak centers from the origin, 0.040, 0.091, and 0.130 eV, differ for the two 3; transitions from the corresponding term values given by Northrup and Sears33 (0.040, 0.094, and 0.137 eV) in their laser induced fluorescence/stimulated emission pumping study of NCS. Although these discrepancies are small relative to our resolution, a simulation using Northrup's observed 001 term values cannot fit the observed photoelectron band. As we expect the C-O bond to shorten in the neutral and the C-N bond to lengthen, the sign of AQ3 must be negative, but it is not possible to determine the sign of the small AQi. Let us then consider three values for AQi: +0.04,0.0, and -0.04. Using AQl-+0.04
and he,=-0.1028, Eq. (5) yields AR,,=0.050
A and AR,,= -0.039 A. If we take the R, structure for NC0 neutral from Misra et al. (Table III) The final result for the anion R,, bond lengths are shown in Table III . The quoted error bars of *to.01 A include the uncertainties in the normal coordinate changes in our fit and the error bars in Misra's neutral bond lengths, but not the error in assuming the parallel mode approximation (i.e., the neglect of Duchinsky rotation35) or in Jacox's force constants. Comparing our result to the ab initio values shows that the C-N bond length in NCOis considerably overestimated at the highest level of theory (MP2). In fact, it appears that all levels of ab initio theory shown do not correctly describe the relative bond lengths R (C-N) or R (C-O) in either anion or neutral. It is well known that multiply bonded systems are difficult to describe theoretically and it appears that this system, which has somewhere between a single and double bond between C and 0 atoms, and between a double and a triple bond between C and N atoms, is certainly a strong test case.
The apparent shift in our peak spacings is probably from Fermi resonances in NCS; Northrup showed these are responsible for extensive mixing of the 020 and 001 states with II vibronic symmetry. The separation between the 2113,2(001) andp 2113,2(020) levels is less than 10 meV (80 cm-')-the 2r13/2(OOl ) is higher-as is the separation between the *111,,(001) and ~~IIt,~(020) levels.33 (The subscript here refers to P, the projection of the electronic, vibrational, and spin angular momentum along the internuclear axis.63) Close-lying levels with the same value of P can interact via Fermi resonance. In the absence of this effect, the unperturbed 020 levels are expected to have poor Franck-Condon overlap with the NCO-ground vibrational level. However, because of the Fermi resonance, transitions to the 020 levels can occur with appreciable intensity in the photoelectron spectrum via intensity borrowing from the nearby 001 levels. Thus, we would expect to observe two unresolved doublets in the photoelectron spectrum for the "3k' peaks. The spacing from the origin of the center of each unresolved doublet would be expected to be the weighted average of the two mixed states making up the doublet. While our resolution is insufficient to resolve these doublets, each 3; peak in the photoelectron spectrum does lie approximately at the average of Northrup' s term values for the strongly interacting p 2113,2(020) and 2113,,(001) levels, for the P=3/2 component and at the average of K 21111,2( 020) and 2111,2( 001) levels for the P= l/2 component. Additional evidence for the hypothesis that the 3: peaks are unresolved doublets is provided by the observation that these peaks around 1 .O eV are broader (25-28 meV) than their respective origin peaks (21 meV) at around 1.11 eV. The contribution to the peak width from instrumental resolution, in contrast, is smaller for peaks at lower electron kinetic energy.
NCS-
The NCS-photoelectron spectrum has four major peaks; as already noted, these are due to a short progression in the C-S stretch (us) in each of the two spin-orbit An analogous Franck-Condon simulation can still be performed for the NCS-spectrum as for NCO-. However, because of the complications due to the Fermi resonance, which we ignore, and because the observed vibrational progression is very short, we use a simpler, purely harmonic model in this simulation. Because the bending mode is included only for simulation of sequence bands, the y2 mode is treated as a degenerate harmonic oscillator for the neutral as well as the ion, without account for the Renner-Teller effect. Northrup and Sears' vibronically deperturbed harmonic frequencies are used for the v2 and v3 modes (Table II) . The deperturbed o3 frequency actually matches the observed "Ye" peak spacing in the photo- Table II . Experimental data plotted in points.
electron spectrum. The calculated intensities, however, average the complicated state mixing taking place in the 3; peaks. For the anion, we also use an entirely harmonic treatment despite the existence of a thorough anharmonic force field derived from alkali halide matrix spectroscopy of NCS-.'* This is reasonable because the anion vibrational temperature turns out to be far lower than in NCO-, so that anion states higher than u= 1 are not significantly populated. Further, a more complicated treatment does not seem warranted given the simple treatment of the neutral vibrations. The anion v1 (C-N stretch) frequency is fixed at the gas phase fundamental observed by Polak et aZ.,20 whereas the v2 and v3 frequencies are taken from CsI matrix work.'* Of all the alkali halide matrices, CsI is expected to have the least perturbation on the NCSvibrational frequencies, as compared to the gas phase, because it has the largest vacancy sites. Even so, the free ion value for the C-S stretching frequency (v3) has been the subject of considerable discussion; it has been suggested that there is still some perturbation caused by the CsI matrix on this "soft" vibration. lsz2 The position of the 3y hot band in our photoelectron spectra, particularly where this feature is enhanced in spectra recorded from ions which are formed in a hotter pure helium expansion, is consistent with the v3 fundamental observed in cesium iodide. Our resolution precludes determining the free-ion value with L" any greater precision. The variable parameters in the simulation are 1 AQ3 I, the position of the origin, and the vibrational temperature Tvib. Here we can adequately fit the spectrum assuming the same temperature for each vibrational degree of freedom.
I AQl I is constrained to be less than 0.03 amu1'2 A, because little signal is observed at 0.24 eV to lower kinetic energy of the origin, where the 1; transition is expected, and I AQ21 must be zero by symmetry. The best fit is shown in Fig. 6 , where Tvib= 350 K and I AQ3 I =O. 13 amu"' A. Unlike the NC0 radical, only the overall rotational constant for the neutral is known,64 and thus the two individual bond lengths are unknown. While there is no force constant matrix available for the radical, one has been constructed for the ion from the alkali halide matrix work.18 Calculating the normal coordinates for the stretching modes from this force constant matrix, we may again translate our observed AQ3 value into equilibrium bond length changes. In using the anion normal coordinates for this purpose we are once again invoking the parallel mode approximation. By noting that Q3 corresponds to almost purely C-S shortening/lengthening, that there is no change in Q,, and that the rotational constant increases (therefore the overall molecule contracts) from anion to neutral, we can determine that the change in equilibrium bond length between anion and neutral is AR (C-N) =O.OO f 0.01 ,& and AR( C-S) = -0.03 *O.Ol A. Comparing these geometry changes with the ab initio data in Table IV ,13965 the HF/6-3 1 + G* and HF/6-3 lG* results are consistent with the changes derived from the Franck-Condon analysis. However, the MP2 results are surprisingly poor; they predict the opposite result, AR(C-S) > 0 and a substantial shortening in the C-N bond, which is clearly not consistent with the absence of the 1: peak in the photoelectron spectrum.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the photoelectron spectra of three pseudohalogen anions. The relatively simple spectra have yielded the electron affinity of CN, NCO, and NCS to a precision of about 5 meV. The electron affinities for all three radicals are now clearly established. Various related thermochemical quantities, including the bond dissociation enthalpy of HNCS, have been derived. The first gas phase determinations of the equilibrium bond length and vibrational frequency for the cyanide ion have also been reported. These data compare very well with high level ab initio theory. The results for the 213 nm photoelectron spectrum of CN-provide some useful calibrant lines for negative ion photoelectron spectroscopy at this and shorter laser wavelengths where there have been none hitherto available. A Franck-Condon analysis has yielded the bond lengths in NCO-and the change in geometry for NCS-to NCS. These have been compared to ab initio results.
